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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K., Chains of spaces, Topology and its Applications 5 1 ( 1993) 203-209. 
We consider the following ‘ordering” of the class of topological spaces: X 4 Y iff X is 
(homeomorphic to) a nowhere dense closed subset of Y. We shall construct for every linear 
ordering A of size at most c a chain of copies of j3w isomorphic to A. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the following “ordering” of the class of topological 
spaces: X 4 Y iff X is (homeomorphic to) a nowhere dense closed subset of Y. 
We shall construct for every linear ordering A of size at most c a chain of copies 
of PO isomorphic to A. We also find, if w < K == c, for each linear order of size at 
most K a chain of copies of E(“2) isomorphic to A. In van Douwen [3) a chain of 
copies of pw was constructed for A = c, with the reverse ordering. 
We employ the following notation and conventions. We use X = Y to mean that 
X and Y are homeomorphic. The product of K copies of the space 2 = {& 1) is 
denoted “2. Finally, if .4 = (A, <) is a linear order, we call an A-chain any collection 
J& of topological spaces such that (&, 4) and (A, <) are isomorphic. 
2. Chains of copies of /?w 
Let A be a linear order of cardinality at most c. Without loss of generality we 
assume that A has a last element denoted by OCI, and has no first element. This will 
be technically convenient. 
Our goal is to find an A-chain of copies of PW inside @CL Since A has a maximal 
element this is equivalent to finding an A-chain of copies of /3w. 
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Step 1. We translate our goal 
Suppose for a moment we have a family (H,,: a E A) of copies of pw such that 
H, 4 If,, whenever a, b E A and a < 6. For a E A let I,, be the set of isorated points 
of H‘,. Let W =UatA I‘,. Let us look at the subspace W of H, : Clearly W is dense 
in Hx since I, c W and I, is dense in H, . Hence the space W is extremally 
disconnected since H, is. Also, for a, b E A with a < 6 we have H,, Q H,,, or, 
equivalently, HU E Hh - I,,. So inside W we have I,, n I,, = (4 whenever a # 6 and 
Ia z &, whenever a < 6. This last property translates as follows: for each open subset 
U in U’ and for all a. hi .-I with a < b if C’n I,# 8 then Vn I,,# 8. Finally, note that la 
is relatively discrete in U’ for each a E .-I. 
Now let ( Ia: a E A) be a collection of pairwise disjoint countably infinite sets. As 
above, let W be the set U,,, 4 I,,. Call a subset U of Wright if for all a, b E A with 
a<6 we have 
Call a collection of subsets of Wright if each member of it is right. We just showed 
that the existence of an A-chain of copies of J3o implies 
W carries an extremally disconnected right topology such that IU is 
relatively discrete for each a E A. (*ie) 
Let us point out that (*) implies the existence of an A-chain: In W for all a, b E A 
with a < b we clearly have fU E &,\I,,, or, equivalently (since each I,, is relatively 
discrete), [, 4 fh whenever a, b E A with a < 6. Of course, this then also holds in 
p W. But p W is extremally disconnected, hence in p W we have 17, = PI<, = PO for 
each a E A. 
This completes our translation: instead of building an A-chain we will construct 
a suitable topology on W. 
For later use we define for a E A subsets L,, c W, called left, and R,, E W, called 
right, by 
Intermezzo. We remind the reader of the following construction due to Hewitt, see 
[2]. Let S be an infinite set and let P be the partial order (under inclusion) of all 
crowded (i.e., without isolated points) zero-dimensional (or regular) topologies on 
S. It is easily checked that U% is a basis for a topology in P for each nonempty 
chain % in P. Hence P, which is nonempty, has a maximal member p because of 
the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma. We claim that p is extremally disconnected: Let 
FG S be a regularly closed set in p. Then F, having a dense open subspace, and 
S\F, being open, are crowded subspaces of (S, p). Hence if u is the topology of 
the topological sum of the subspaces F and S\ F of (S, p) then (T is crowded. 
Evidently u is regular, hence u E P. But u 2 p and p is maximal in f. Hence (T = cc. 
Consequently, FE p since F 6 CT. 
The novelty of this paper is that we consider much more complicated posets of 
topologies than this t? 
A look ahead. Let P be the collection of all right zero-dimensional topologies on 
W such that 
(Va E A) [ I(, is relatively discrete]. (**) 
We plan to prove (*) by proving that a maximal topology in P is extremally 
disconnected. To this end we first must show that P f fi, which is not trivial. We 
then have, as above, that it is obvious that U% is a basis for a topology in P for 
each nonempty chain W in I? Hence again we have a maximal p in f. To prove 
that p is extremally disconnected WC‘ will again consider any regularly closed set I= in 
( CZ’, 11) and consider the topology (7 of the topological sum of F and IP,F. Our dif- 
ticulty is that it is not even clear that 0 is right topology: it is not even clear that F is 
right. We overcome this difficulty by considering a certain partial order R with Rc_P 
such that we can prove that each maximal 11~ R has the property that each regularly 
closed subset of ( IV, p) is a right set. 
Step 2. We prove R f CI 
Let US now define R: For a E A call a topology 7 on W rightful at a E A if there 
is an indexed collection (T,: - - I,,) in 7 such that 
(R,) (V= I,,)[-= K]; 
(R.T) (VYJE I,,)[x# ,,aT 7 ‘r’. =fl]; 
(R;) UK: -YE I,,) = ko(=U,,. ;<,., I h,). 
A topology on W is called rigidd if it is rightful at each element of A. Clearly 
rightful implies (**:) above. Let R be the set of all zero-dimensional rightful 
topologies on W. Since for all topologies u and 7 if (T c_ 7 and (T is rightftti then r 
is rightful, it is clear that R has a maximal member if R # (4. That we prove ;n our 
next lemma. 
For a set S and a space X we let ‘X denote the set of all functions from S to X 
in the product topology. Let w be the integers with the discrete topology, and let 
CMJ = o u (0) be its one-point compactification. For a E A define P,, E %w by 
P,,={xE%NLJ: (Vh~A)[x,,=R~h>a]}. 
Note that P,, n Ph = fl for distinct a, h E A. Hence we may assume that for a E A t’re 
set I(, is a subset of P,, satisfying 
( 1) TT,, 1 I,, is a bijection from I,, onto w, and 
(2) I,, / (t, a) is dense in ‘**“‘w. 
Here ?r,, denotes the projection of “CYW onto the ath factor, and 
Note that (2) is possible since each product of at most c separable spaces is separable, 
see Engelking [ 1, 2.3.161. 
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Lemma 2.1. TIlere is u zero-dimensional rightjkl topology on W. 
Proof. Let a be the subspace topology (of %w ) on W. Clearly (T is zero-dimensional 
since %W is a product of zero-dimensional spaces. 
To prove that v is right consider any a, c E ‘: with a < c and any y E I,,. We wish 
to show ye [., so consider any neighborhood U of y in W. We may assume U has 
the form 
U=(XE W: (Vk B)[(h,<a=-xj,-yl,) and (h>a=s,,$Ol~, 
where B and F are finite subsets of A and o, respectively. Clearly, 
V={xE (c~c’~: (ME Bn(+, c))[(b~ a+xb=jy,,) and (6~ a+x& F)]} 
is a nonempty set in ‘**“)w. Since 
P: = {x E I,. : _X(. E F} 
is finite because rr,. f I,. is injective by (l), and since ‘**“)w has no isolated points 
because (+, c) is infinite by our hypothesis that A has no first element, the set 
{x I(+, c): x E I,.\F*) is dense in ‘+*’ ‘o by (2). Hence there is x E I,. with x,. E F and 
xr(+,c)E V. Since xc1 = 0 for d E (c, 001 it is clear that x E U. This proves y E [.. 
To prove that c is rightful at an arbitrary a E A simply put 
T,. = {y E W: y,, = xc,} 
for x E I,,. Then (R,) is trivial and (R?) follows from the fact that rr, 1 I,, is an 
injection of I‘, into o. To see that (R,) holds note that if y E L,, then y, = I2 E w 
hence y & U{ T,: x E 1,,}, and if y E R,, then y, E w hence then y E U{ T,: x E I,,} since 
rr, 1 I,, is a surjection of I‘, onto W. Cl 
Step 3. We prove that regularl?? closed sets in a maximal topolog_y are right 
Unless otherwise stated W carries a maximal topology I_C E R in this step. 
Lemma 2.2. Regularl?? ciosed subsets of W in a maximal topolog_y are right. 
Proof. Let jl E R be maximal. Let F be a regularly closed subset of K Consider 
any q~.4 such that I,n F=@. We have to show that Iu n F=!?) whenever a < g, 
or, equivalently, that F c R,,. The set R,, is dense in W since p is right, hence 
F = F n R,, since F is regularly closed. So we wish to show that F-R, R,,. 
We begin our proof of that fact with constructing open sets U and V in 14’ such 
that 
(1) I&‘and FnR,E I’:and 
(2) Cm I'=@ and C’U I’+,. 
Let ( T,: -Y E I,,) witness that p is rightful at y. For x E I(, choose a clopen U, in W 
with x E U, C_ T,\F. Then V, = T,\ U, is open in W and includes TX n F. It follows 
from CR,) and (R3) that we can define U and t’ by 
U= U U, and V= IJ V,. 
‘, I,, ” I<, 
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Clearly we prove Fn R,, E R, if we prove that V is closed. That we prove if we 
show that a~ R, where u is the topology of the topological sum of the subspaces 
V and W\V of W, for then CQ p, hence 0 = p by maximality, and clearly V is 
closed in ( W, a). 
(T is zero-dimensional, being a topological sum of zero-dimensional topologies, 
and it is rightful since a 2 ti and p is rightful. It remains to show that u is right. 
4 topology is right if it has a right base. Since V belongs to p, a base for CT is 
I_C u p I( W\ V). Hence we must show that I_C I( W\ V) is right. Consider any M E p 
and a, be.4 with a < b such that ;.!I\ J’)nI, ~8. 
&SC I: /I< q. We clearly have M n I, # 0, hcncc ‘41 n II, # 8. Now, I ‘c_ &,\,I, by ( 1) 
and (2) hence J’nI,.- - 0 for cl E ( +-, q), in particular for C= h. Hence (AI ‘1, J ‘) n II, # 8. 
C’USCJJ: a> q. Force [q, GO] WC have (,\I\ J-)n I,.=Mn L’n I,. bccauscof (2). Hcncc 
(,I4 \ JJ) n I,, # 0 since ,124 n L’ is right and meets I,. 
Case III: a <q </I. Then (AI \ I’) n Iq # 8 by the special cast h=q of Cast I, hence 
(,\I\ J’)nI& by the special case u=q of Cast 2. c] 
Step 4. We prove that R contains an extremally disconnected topology 
Lemma 2.3. A maximal topology on W is extremally discorwected. 
Proof. Since R # 8 there is a maximal p E R as observed when we looked ahead. 
Let F be regularly closed in ( W, p). To prove FE p let u be the topological sum 
of the subspaces F and W\ F of ( W, p). Then FE (T and u 2 p, hence we prove 
FE p if we prove (T E R, for then u = p by maximality. 
Clearly u is zero-dimensional and rightful. We prove that CT is right by finding a 
right base. If % = ( % n 9: (Vi is clopen)\(?V, p)) then CG is right by Step 3 since it 
consists of regularly closed sets. So % u p, which is obviously a base for cr, consists 
of right sets. Cl 
3. Chains of copies of absolutes 
Let K be a cardinal with o d K S c, and let A be a linear order of cardinality K. 
Without loss of generality we assume that A has a maximal element, denoted by 
00, and also that 
( 1) no element of A has an immediate predecessor, and 
(2) I(+, a)1 = K for a E A, 
for A embeds in a linear order of cardinality K satisfying the analogues of ( 1) and 
(2) above. 
We slightly change the construction of Section 2. Let the notation be as in that 
section. Recall that for a E A 
L,, = kJ{ I,,: c < a}. 
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We plan to find an extremally disconnected right topology on W such that for each 
a E A we have that I,, is relatively discrete and 
(3) ClIJu, L‘, = E(“2). 
For all a, b E A with a < b we will have cIBIr. L,, 4 clP,,, I,, since there is a p E A with 
a<p<b,and 
Cl /j\f’ L,, c_ Clfi\V Iu Q CIJjgv IfI E Clfl\v Lb* 
The following general result will help us to recognize that (3) holds for a suitable 
topology on W. 
Proof. One easily checks that the extension of f’ to a map from PE to bX is 
irreducible. Cl 
Let G be the topology W gets as subspace cf “QW. 
Lemma 3.2. For each a E A fhe space { I.,, , D [ L,,) has a compac@cation homeomorphic 
to “2. 
Proof. Consider any UE.-I and Ict I’= ~.I-E%W: (Vh>cr)[_~+2]~. Then bK2 
because of (2) since “2 = Key (this follows from the fact that K 2 w and “‘2 = %W 
since up to homeomorphism there is only one compact second countable zero- 
dimensional space without isolated points). As L,, c Y it therefore suffices tc prove 
that Y c &,, where the closure is in Y as subspace of A YW. Each nonempty open 
set in Y includes a set of the form B = {JY E Y: _v I> p}, where p is a finite partial 
ftlnction from ( c-, a) to w. Since a has no immediate predecessor in A ihere is a 
b E (+, a) with d < b for all d E dom( p). It follows from the construction of (i,: ?I E 
,d> that Bn I,,#@. Hence Bn L, #8 since II,5 L,. Cl 
Let T be the collection of all zero-dimensional right topologies on W’ such that 
r 2 (T; Define 
S={W T: (VaaEA)(VTE T)[T# &%nt,,,, T#@lf. 
Lemma 3.3. (f W carries an extremally disconnecred ropology r E S then cIBII, L,, is 
homeomorphic lo E ( K 2) *for each a E A. 
Proof. Consider any a E A. The space (L,,, G 1 L,,) satisfies the countable chain 
condition because of Lemma 3.2, hence so does (L,,, 7 1 k,,), hence so does ~1~~. L,,. 
As cl Ijrr’ L,, is an F-space, being a closed subspace of the F-space p W, it follows 
that cl Ijlr, L,, is extremally disconnected. Applying Lemma 3.1 with for F the identity 
(L,,, 71 f.,,)+(L,,, af L,,) and Lemma 3.2 we see that ~1~~~~. L,, =z E(“2). Cl 
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As in Section 2 we need the following 
Lemma 3.4. Let p E S he maximal. Tljen cl, M is right jiw each M E p. 
Proof. Consider any maximal p E S and any a E A such that I,, ncl, M = (8. From 
the proof of Step 3 we recall that there are disjoint p-open sets Cl and V such that 
UuV=R,, and l,,r U and Mc V, 
and that the topology r on W which has p u p I( L,, u U) as a base is right. Now 
consider any b s A. We wish to prove 
(ATE 7r L,,)[ 73 @=int,rl_,, T&l. (*) 
Case I: baa. Then L,,c_ L,,u U (since I,,& U), hence 71 L,,=pr Lb, and (*) 
follows from the fact that p E S. 
Case II: h > a. The set L,, n Ri, is open in (L,,, r 1 L,,) and in (L,,, p 1 L,) since 
R,, E (T c p e 7. Also, L,, n R,, is dense in (L,,, T f L,,) since r is a right topology and 
since [a, h] # 8. Hence to prove ( * ) it suffices to show 
This is so since r r (L,, n R,,) = p r (L,, n R,,) (since U and V are disjoint p-open 
sets with L,, c R,, s U ti V) and since p / ( L,, n R,,) c_ p 1 L,, (since Lh n R,, is open 
in (L,.,, p 1 L,,) as just observed). Cl 
The proof of the final step now is easy. 
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Note by the editor 
This paper was (re)constructed by Eva Coplakova from notes left by Eric K. van 
Douwen. Apparently they were part of a larger program in which van Douwen 
wanted to investigate the possible types of chains of topological spaces. 
